
 

Saltaire Primary School 
 

 
 

Context 
 
Saltaire Primary School is a two-form entry school based in the outskirts of Bradford. Our 
school comprises 412 pupils, and we have 16.75% of children eligible for pupil premium 
funding (11.89% FSM), who are a focus of our attention, particularly over the coming year due 
to disruption to their education over the last two years (Covid-19). These children are 
generally of white British heritage, and live locally to the school. Our surrounding areas and 
high status in the local community mean that we have a mixture of children who are 
aspirational and with secure family backgrounds as well as a large proportion from the 
surrounding local areas of high deprivation, which are mainly of white British heritage. Our 
percentage of pupils with SEN is 10.4% and our EAL stands at around 7.5%, with 10% of these 
children being of Pakistani heritage.  
 
Reading results in KS2 are generally higher than other subjects, showing that the reading 
instruction journey is increasingly secure, however the attainment of pupils in receipt of FSM 
is generally much lower. We are part of the local reading hub and also have an Early Reading 
specialist within the school, who has introduced and refined many of our phonics processes 
over recent years, leading to higher outcomes in KS1.  
 
 



Explore 
 
 
Change Team 
In order to propel change, a team was identified which comprised two teaching assistants, one 
from KS2 and one from KS1; our Early Reading Specialist; myself and two Early Career Stage 
teachers, as well as a named parent governor. The parent governor was identified following a 
presentation to governors about the initial survey findings and to outline the project which we 
would be running over the course of the year. This presentation was met with a great deal of 
support from the governors who firmly agreed about the power of reading as a tool for social 
mobility as well as one for self-improvement.  
 
Baseline Data and Findings 
We measured our baseline position using a variety of approaches - teacher’s own knowledge, 
reading surveys, discussions with children and additionally some of the observations over time 
from our last SIP. This data gave us a huge wealth of information and told us that there were 
various areas of both strength and weakness in relation to children and staff. 
 
When teachers were surveyed, it was clear that there was very little book chat. Most teachers 
did not informally chat with children about non-studied books. Additionally, and worryingly, 
teachers (70% of those questioned) identified that they do not (sometimes/ rarely) see 
children recommending books to each other or talking about books with their peers. One 
teacher made an interesting distinction here; that they feel that they are the driver of 
recommendations - offering thoughts and opinions to the children more regularly than the 
children did to each other.  
 

‘Teachers are not keeping abreast of significant children’s books (or their 
authors) and are thus not in the position to recommend them to children’ 

(Cremin, et al., 2008, 2014). 
 
Additionally, staff were found to be heavily reliant on outdated authors and books, ones that 
they had read themselves as children or had read to them as children or popular works such 
as those by Julia Donaldson, David Walliams or Roald Dahl. Teachers from KS1 named only 
picture book authors in their top 3 authors, and teachers from KS2 named only novelists in 
their top 3. Upon closer inspection, the authors named in KS2 were generally those that had 
been studied as part of the writing curriculum.  
 
As well as this, most staff could name only one poet. They had a very limited knowledge of 
graphic novels and contemporary fiction. As well as this, staff felt unsure about the difference 
between ‘reading for pleasure’ and ‘being a fluent and effective reader’. This has affected 
the staff’s perceptions of the children in their class and their reading, as well as also being 
linked to the children’s own attitudes as was observed when the reading surveys were 
examined. Only 6 staff thought that the children perceived them as a reader, which is only 1 
more member of staff than those who thought children saw them as an incredibly avid reader. 



However, an area of strength was found to be teachers’ knowledge of the children and their 
reading in class. 
 
The majority of children who said reading was okay were either in Year One, or a class that 
was not regularly read to for pleasure.  

 
 
Children’s attitudes to themselves as 
readers were very closely tied into 
their perception of being ‘good’ or 
‘bad’ at reading, particularly in KS1 / 
Year One. Perhaps the emphasis on 
the mechanics of reading in this year 
group had swung to become 
imbalanced against reading for 
pleasure and in favour of instructional 
reading, as a result of needing to 
meet the early reading and phonics 
expectations.  
 

Additionally, some KS2 classes, where teachers read aloud less frequently, identified overall as 
being less keen on reading or on being read to. In KS2 over 80% of children perceived 
themselves as being great or good at reading. This was in contrast to the less than 65% of 
those in KS1 who identified as being good at reading.  
 
Nearly 80% of children said that they were read to or with at home in KS1, falling 
dramatically to just over 55% in KS2. It was apparent that the less children were being read 
to, the less they were ‘enjoying’ reading (and perhaps the less they understood that reading 
for pleasure was for enjoyment and they viewed guided reading or taught reading as the sole 
form of reading). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KS1 results for ‘Does anyone read 
aloud to you at home?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Children liked the opportunity to read socially but generally preferred to read at home due to 
comfort, quiet or choice of texts. Children, when questioned, would like opportunities to be 
read to by older children or by their peers. In previous school improvement activities, the SIP 
has identified that children were unable to talk about plot, settings, characters, give opinions 
and talk about genres of books, which told us that although children are reading for function 
and fluency, the joy of reading is not necessarily being explicitly taught or discussed.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
KS1 children identified a large 
range of reading material that 
they enjoyed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many children also seemed stuck in a book ‘rut’ where they would focus on one particular 
novel or set of books eg ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’. This led to them having limited opinions on 
books, authors and even storylines when questioned or when making their own independent 
choices in the library. However, children did enjoy the opportunity to read a greater variety of 
books, identifying comic and graphic novels as high on their list of preferred reading material, 
when given the choice.  
 

“For children to become motivated enthusiastic readers they need to be 
introduced to literature which will interest and inspire them to read” (Cremin et 

al, 2014).  
 
 

Prepare 
 
 
Researching the issues 
 
Problem 
Our research found that staff had a limited knowledge of contemporary authors, poetry and 
graphic novels. Because of this, our first aim was to improve staff’s knowledge of children’s 
literature and other texts,  particularly poetry and contemporary fiction with a focus on 



diversity and inclusion. We need our children to feel ‘seen’ both in terms of representation in 
the books that we provide, as well as providing material that they want to read and enjoy 
reading. “Those teachers who have a secure knowledge of a range of children’s literature are 
not only more able to recommend the right text for the right child, but are also better 
positioned to create a community of readers in the classroom” (Younger and Warrington, 
2005; Kwek et al, 2007) in (Building Communities of Engaged Readers, Cremin et al 2014) 
 
Action 
It is clear that sustained effort needed to be placed into improving the books available in 
school. This would require financial input as well as opportunities for staff to experience and 
enjoy what is new in the world of books. As well as this, staff needed to be up to date with 
literature that was appropriate for their class and to develop their class library, ensuring that 
they could make recommendations for children as a starting point. This would ensure that 
children are able to discuss options with a teacher who has good subject knowledge about 
literature and authors.  

 
 
 
Our version of a 
reading rope made it 
clear that reading 
for pleasure was 
clearly linked to 
reading outcomes 
and understanding.  
 
 
 
 

Problem 
Our second aim related to teacher pedagogy, and improving certain aspects of pedagogical 
methodology. We selected for our second aim: improving informal book talk, inside text talk 
and recommendations with a focus on incidental book talk harnessing discussion and using 
the whole school work that we have started around oracy.  
 
Teachers felt that there was not always enough reading ‘buzz’ in their classrooms- that 
although the children enjoy reading, there is not always the energy and passion that is 
required to create a reading classroom and that this needed to change. It was clear that this 
important aspect of reading, the social and informal part, needed to be addressed. As well as 
this, the two aims would need to work concurrently to provide the most effective outcomes. 
 

 “The TaRs research project revealed that a robust reading for pleasure 
pedagogy encompassed four specific practices: reading aloud, informal book 
talk, inside-text talk and recommendations, and independent reading time 

within a highly social reading environment. It was not simply a case of employing 
these pedagogic practices. Their success was dependent upon teachers’ 



knowledge of children’s literature, their young readers and the nature of 
reading. When responsively combined these practices positively influenced 

children’s attitudes and attainment” (Building Communities of Engaged Readers, 
Cremin et al; 2014). 

 
Action 
We knew that social currency would need to be harnessed for our children to make the shift 
from reading being a directed task, to one which is self-regulated and provides intrinsic 
motivation and enjoyment. Time needed to be woven into the school day for children to 
discuss their book choices and make recommendations to each other. As well as this, we 
needed reading ambassadors to take a lead on ensuring that book talk happened in social 
environments and we wanted our ambassadors to have some autonomy over the role.  
 
 
Focus Children 
Class teachers in Y1-6 were asked to choose a focus group of children, who were children for 
whom reading was not prioritised. Ideally the selected pupils would also include some of the 
children whose attainment in reading was in the lowest 20% of our cohorts. Children with 
poor attitudes to reading or who did not identify as readers were also eligible, perhaps even 
though their reading attainment was strong. Each class teacher identified 3 children from their 
class to focus on across the year. The hope was that this would sharpen the focus on certain 
children and enable teachers to monitor the impact of their actions, as well as to improve 
attitudes of children and inspire a passion for reading.  
 
 
This led to an action plan, broken into manageable chunks to achieve over the year. The two-
pronged approach of improving the social culture of reading, as well as targeting teacher 
knowledge was intended to lead to improved reading attitudes and greater enjoyment of 
reading, in the first instance. 
 

Deliver 
 

Aim One- To improve teacher knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts,  particularly poetry but contemporary fiction with a focus on diversity 

and inclusion. 
 
With this in mind, the change team agreed the following actions for the year. 
 

● Diversify the library and available books in classrooms by creating an exposure text 
list of recommended reads for each year group. 

● Develop a list of areas that will be covered in each classroom with chosen texts that 
meet diversity criteria for each class (picture, historical, cultural, graphic novel, classic 
etc).  

● Teachers to read all new books in their collection and promote them to children.  
● Staff to create reading webs or reading rivers with children to diversify their choices 

and recommendations. 



● Staff to visit Salts Mill Bookstore to create a book buzz that will then be shared with 
the children. 

● Staff meetings to begin with recommendation or reading, poem or contemporary 
picture book.  

● English leader to follow a Carnegie list or others to introduce children and staff to new 
books half termly through staff meetings & a book newsletter. 

 
Diversify the library and available books in classrooms by creating an exposure text list of 

recommended reads for each year group  
 
 

Need 
 
We had identified that the knowledge of teachers needed to be improved, and so we hoped to 
hit this target as well as promoting diversity and inclusion in our reading spine, by producing a 
list of curated books for staff and children in each year group to engage with. Saltaire lies in a 
locally culturally diverse area, but the school population is predominantly white-British. We 
wanted to ensure that our children were exposed to a variety of works and could see 
themselves in texts, as well as the staff being able to discuss and recommend books that the 
children would find appealing from a wide range of authors.  
 
Actions 
A list of books were identified that would promote diversity and inclusivity in each year group, 
as well as those which were considered to be classic, historical, graphic novels, picture books 
and other must-reads. This list was developed by me as the English leader, in conjunction with 
class teachers who were asked for their input and opinions, with the headteacher having the 
final say. We took inspiration from the Stonewall LGBTQ-friendly list, Lovereadingfokids.com; 
The Guardian and Booksfortopics.com amongst many others. Once finalised, the books on the 
list were purchased, labelled and delivered to classrooms with the aim of being ‘chocolate 
box’ type deliveries. Class teachers were asked to promote and engage with the texts, 
although not necessarily to read them with the children in the first instance, which was a 
change from the aim of the action plan. Upon reflection, this turned out to be an error of 
judgement, when we realised at a later date that some classes had not really engaged in the 
way that we had hoped, perhaps misunderstanding the importance and significance of the 
books. 
 
Impact 
If introduced again or re-introduced- a potential action for Autumn 2022, it would be 
pertinent to ensure that the books are engaged with and read first by the class teacher. As it 
was, we decided to ask staff to re-engage their children with these books and additionally to 
carry out some reconnaissance as to whether they were popular or not within the classroom. 
In the classes which have engaged fully with the books, there is some debate as to whether 
the book choices could be different, with one Year Six class declaring one of the chosen books 
(Mortal Engines by Phillip Reeve) to be ‘really complicated’ and another child explaining that ‘I 
couldn’t get into it’ which seemed to be a unanimous observation, leading to a class vote for 
an alternative book. Regarding our hope to offer better representation through books so that 
children may ‘see themselves’ in the pages, the books have already had an impact with at 



least one child (Child A). This pupil was overheard to exclaim, ’That little girl in the book looks 
like Child B!’ In many classrooms teachers report that some of the books chosen to represent 
diversity have been used to talk in detail about issues around race.  
 
Staff to visit Salts Mill Bookstore in order to create a book buzz that will then be shared with 

the children. 
 

We have a local independent bookstore, which stocks high quality children’s books and a 
broad range of authors.  This action had the aim of helping staff to see that there were very 
many picture books, authors and types of books in circulation such that they could branch out 
from books known from their own childhood, or the most well-known, often celebrity, 
authors. 
 
 
Actions 
As part of a staff meeting, teachers were able to visit Salts Mill in a large group to look at 
and discuss books. This had the effect of sparking many smaller conversations around books 
and choices, and many people found it difficult to choose only one book! Conversations about 
reading in general were overheard in terms of staff’s own likes and dislikes, and 
recommendations were made to other members of staff. 
 
Upon returning to school, many staff made their books a high priority, reading them aloud or 
creating a buzz around the book by leaving it somewhere prominent on display, or including it 
in their choice of books for the day.  One teacher chose a poetry book to raise the profile of 
poetry in her classroom as part of her new commitment to reading ‘a poem a day’. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Impact 
 
The impact of this has been varied. There were some small pockets of the school where the 
book was simply placed in the book corner and left, meaning the full effect of the plan had 
not been harnessed. In other areas, the book was engaged with fully and lots of children had 
read it, as well as discussed it with their teacher and peers. This has broadened the scope of 
the reading choices in some cases, with numerous children asking if the author had written 
anything else that they could read. In one classroom the class followed the book down a rabbit 
warren by asking staff and children if they had read any other books that had similar themes 
or characters. 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
Reading webs have helped children to 
choose a variety of texts outside of their 
usual preferences.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Aim Two- improving informal book talk, inside text talk and recommendations 

with a focus on incidental book talk 
 
These were the agreed actions for the year: 
 

● Reading buddies to be linked-younger to older for story-time which will enable the 
children to talk and discuss opinions, settings, characters 

● Reading ambassadors chosen from whole school who will take responsibility for and 
promote reading in social environments 

● Social reading environments created in HT office,  lunch hall and at playtimes with 
book choices curated by the Ambassadors. 

● Book Club to be developed for social discussion and exposure to all children across the 
school. 

● Ambassadors to regularly review library stock and make recommendations. 
● Monthly Book swaps held  for children by a named member of staff (parent governor 

additionally?) 
● Informal book talk at the end of every independent reading session or book read. 
● Use a half termly assembly to promote book talk in classrooms and around school 

generally. 



 
 

Reading ambassadors chosen from whole school who will take responsibility for and 
promote reading in social environment 

& 
 Social reading environments created in HT office,  lunch hall and at playtimes with book 

choices curated by the Ambassadors. 
 

 
 
 
 

Reading with the school dog has proved very 
motivating for reluctant readers! 

 
 
 

 
 
Reading ambassadors were needed to raise the profile of reading and to ensure that social 
areas were book friendly, sociable places to rest. Thus, we accepted applications from children 
in Key Stage Two who were interested in becoming an ambassador for reading. Out of 240 Key 
Stage Two pupils, we received over 100 applications from a broad cross- section of the school 
demographic. In conjunction with teachers, we chose based upon their application as well as 
what we knew about them- nervous or reluctant children, socially disadvantaged, diversity 
and confidence were all reasons for the decisions that were made.  
 
Actions 
Although the progress this year has been spikier than anticipated and it has taken much longer 
to get traction, we now have reading ambassadors that have chosen books for the outdoor 
library; read the new offerings so that they can offer opinions and recommendations on them; 
allocated books to Key Stages based upon their reading; created posters and adverts for the 
new reading environments and lunchtime clubs, and have written letters and asked for 
donations of soft furnishings for the areas, ready for roll out over the next couple of weeks.  

 



Impact 
So far, as rolling-out the ambassador initiative has been slow, the impact has mainly been on 
the reading ambassadors themselves. There has been a huge buzz between them about the 
new books, which they have been able to read in class time as well as their own time, 
changing books frequently to try to read them all! There have been huge amounts of 
incidental book talk here, whilst the children tried to make decisions about whether or not 
books were best suited to Key Stage One or Key Stage Two. Many of these books are graphic 
novels, as this was identified early on as an area of need in the school and also as an area that 
the children identified themselves as being a favourite. A side note here is in the classroom 
where ‘Where the Stars are scattered’ , a diverse graphic novel about growing up in a refugee 
camp, as told by a former Somali refugee which was provided by the OU as part of the reading 
spine, has been constantly in circulation within the members of the class; never making it back 
to the bookshelves.  

 
Informal book talk being recorded for display in a KS1 Classroom 

 
Informal book talk at the end of every independent reading session or book read 

 
 
This was needed as staff felt that children did not talk to each other about their books, nor 
were they able to talk more broadly about themes, plot, character and types of texts. Book 
recommendations had been limited to the ubiquitous written book review, and children did 
not feel able to discuss their books at length within school. 



 
KS1 pupils vote for their story of the day. This has led to informal discussions and ‘buzz’ about 
books.   
 
 Actions 
Informal book talk sessions have been implemented widely across the school, with one 
member of the change team leading the implementation in his phase, in the beginning. 
Children were able to spend a short period of time after independent reading time talking to 
their partner about their books and discussing whether or not they liked them, or whether it 
had similar themes to other books that they had read. Teachers tried to introduce ad-hoc 
reading recommendations when a child felt passionate about their book, and ensured that 
this was drip-fed throughout the school week.  
 
Building on this, a reading assembly was launched on rotation (approximately 3 out of every 4 
weeks), led by teachers. Some examples have included using a high-quality picture book each 
session in Year 6; drawing out complex themes and making links between other stories; 
offering comparisons against other texts. One teacher chose to focus each session on allowing 
the children to bring in a book from home or choose one from the library and then talk about 
it, with either the teacher or child reading a section at the end to the whole class to whet their 
appetite for the book.  
 
 
Impact 
The impact on children has been high here, with one teacher noting that they are much more 
able to comment on themes within and across texts following structured discussions. The 
children themselves say that they enjoy the sessions, asking regularly when it is their turn to 
bring in a book, and asking their peers if they can read a book after them. The Year 6 children 
have enjoyed reading picture books in this session, which they perceived as an enjoyable foray 
away from the sometimes overwhelming text of a novel. Additionally, staff felt that the 
complex themes that were often addressed in picture books were an excellent way to 
introduce issues to children that could then be discussed further, and often by those children 



who found instructional reading to be challenging, making it an inclusive practice and one that 
we will continue to adopt over the coming year.  
 
 

Review  

 
Focus Children 
 
Much of the observation and monitoring of these children was informal, through discussion 
with teachers. A number of the children also contributed to a ‘pupil voice’ discussion. All of 
the children have completed end of year questionnaires which have measured the impact of 
the programme and individuals’ progress. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

One of the focus children told us all about how much more he loved reading in Year Three and 
how he liked reading and discussing a greater range of books now. That same child, when the 

deputy headteacher visited the room looking for volunteers to read in assembly in front of the 
whole school, willingly put himself forward declaring “Pick me, I love reading, I do!” which is a 
huge improvement in his attitude towards reading and lovely to see. In his reading survey he 

“I used to hate reading in Year Two 
but now I absolutely love it!” 
 

“Pick me for that, I love reading I 
do!” 



now explains that he loves reading and that he regularly discusses books with his teacher, his 
class, his peers and his family.  
 
 
Another child from Year Six, who was identified after declaring that he ‘hated reading,’ now 
agrees that reading is ‘okay.’ He specified that ‘it’s good when you choose a good book.’ 
Expanding on that, his teacher tells the story that about halfway through the year, he 
developed a passion for graphic novels which had been introduced in the classroom and now 
regularly brings in graphic novels from home to read in class time.  
 
Other teachers report various successes around engaging children and enabling them to 
expand their repertoire of books. One such child said at the start of the year she knew that 
she liked reading a certain type of book, but that she didn’t have access to any in our school 
library or at home, leading the teacher to source some books for her. She then told her 
mother she enjoyed those books and was delighted to get more of the same series for 
Christmas. These conversations would not have been happening with as great regularity 
before joining the OU RfP programme.  
 
Child S, in Year One has discovered a passion for non-fiction books and now devours these 
types happily. He has asked a member of staff to borrow their version of a poetry book to 
enjoy, as well as using refrains from stories and books that have been read, when at play. His 
teacher now thinks of him as an enthusiastic reader, who knows what texts he enjoys, but is 
also increasingly willing to try new books.  
 
 
 
Data and Monitoring 
 
89% of children questioned in Key Stage Two declared that they loved reading, or that it’s 
okay- an increase of around 8%, which is a small increase on the initial findings which was that 
81% were keen on reading. This means that in real terms we have managed to sway the 
thoughts of around  5 children from ‘I am not bothered’ or ‘I hate it’.  However, this is 5 
children who mainly are part of the focus group or who may be socially deprived, who have 
been children that are historically harder to reach. Comments made about enjoyment of 
reading included these: 
 
 ‘Reading calms me down, sometimes it feels like I'm really in the book and it helps take 

my mind off things that worry me.’ 
 

‘I love reading because when I do it doesn't feel like somebody scribbled it down, it feels 
like it is a real story.’ 

 
‘I love reading because you can escape to a whole new universe far from reality which is 

brilliant!’ 
 
 
 



Answers to the question ‘Who do you talk about your reading with’ show us that there is still 
some work to be completed in embedding the practice of book talk across the school, 
although there is an increase from the 80% of children who said that they did not talk about 
their own reading with anyone at school as part of the baseline findings.  
 

 
The same initial question; Do you like reading? was posed again to our Key Stage One pupils. 
68% had previously declared that they liked reading. This remained broadly similar, however 
more children now described themselves as being good readers. Nearly all children said that 
they were read to every day or most days in Key Stage One, a dramatic improvement from 
the findings at the beginning of the year.  
 
We noticed an improvement regarding the  question ‘Does your teacher like reading…’ 
When we initially asked this question, only 76% of children felt that their teacher loved 
reading, rising now to nearly 85%.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Teacher’s surveys 
 
Another positive change has been noted since the start of the year when 70% of teachers had 
noted that children did not recommend books to each other or discuss them with their peers. Now 
78.6% of teachers notice that their children are ‘sometimes’ or ‘regularly’ making 
recommendations to each other.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When asked what changes there have been, one teacher reported 

 
‘I try and read to my class daily. Many ask for a story rather than Newsround. This is a complete 

change from the start of the year. I have also changed from the idea that reading has to be squeezed 
in at the end of the day. It can be in those 5 minutes before lunch or after break when they are having 

milk. It is all about reading for pleasure and not related to instruction.’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
When asked whether 
they felt there was a 
reading buzz in their 
classroom teachers 
responded in an 
overwhelmingly 
positive way.  
 

 
 
Other Evidence 
 
Softer evidence has come from a variety of sources. Passion and vibrancy for reading has been 
high around the school, with the School Improvement Partner commenting that reading for 



pleasure seems to be tangible, coming through very strongly in the upper years of the 
school.  Pupil interviews throughout the year have identified that pupils find reading 
enjoyable, with comments such as ‘I love it when my teacher does the voices, it’s brilliant!’ 
Most children explain that they are read to lots and enjoy reading a variety of texts in school. 
Children were able to talk about themes and plots of books that they had been reading, as 
well as make links across text types.  
 
 

Sustain 
 

We have learned a great deal over the course of this academic year and have started 
embedding reading for pleasure across the whole school. As we constantly strive to level the 
playing field for our disadvantaged children and ensure that their attainment and progress is 
high, we must recognise the place that reading has within this. As the OECD report explains, 
‘Finding ways to engage students in reading may be one of the most effective ways to 
leverage social change' (OECD, 2003). RfP must remain a focus for the years to come.  
 
Key to our whole journey has been understanding reading for pleasure needs to be rooted in 
the teacher's subject knowledge and that subject knowledge needs to be updated regularly. 
To facilitate this, we need to ensure that teachers access new texts and that we are regularly 
able to purchase new books - something that is often constrained by our budget. 
 
As well as this, we need to keep the focus of reading high. Book assemblies and daily 
pleasurable reading will happen, as well more opportunities for book talk woven throughout.  
We have many ideas for excellent practice that has happened in pockets of the school to be 
rolled out into all areas. The role of reading ambassador will be refined and continued, and 
children will be given more autonomy of this role.  
 
In order to keep the RfP profile high, it must be reviewed and revisited with great regularity 
throughout the year. The journey this year has given us much to work with, and we look 
forward to continuing the journey and making further steps towards a fully embedded RfP 
pedagogy for staff and children alike.  

 
 
Helen Noble 
English Leader of Learning 
Saltaire Primary School 

 


